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This Publication covers the main aspects of the exciting and dangerous world of -The Deep
Dark Web- . Governments, corporations and criminals all hide but we unveil everything.

Cybercrime, hacktivism, cleverness, cyber warfare are pieces of this complex puzzle. We are two
cyber specialists Pierluigi (Italy) & Richard (US), with one enthusiasm we wanted to explain the

inner operating of the deep dark web.
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Unreadable Interesting subject and authors obviously did an extensive research. There are
many links, so it could potentially act as an excellent starting point for more analysis. It's
disappointing after that that the authors weren't able to spend a bit more time and effort to
edit the reserve and do some QA.Formatting is everywhere. This book taught me how precious
privacy is. A little bit sad actually. Terrible grammar and punctuation; Probably I received a
draft version however the binding was regular. basic mistakes like mixing "your" and "you're";
etc.For example, foreword starts with:"very time we read about the Deep Web we discover a
space full of crooks and cyber criminals, the hacker's paradise, where there are no rule, no law,
because has no sense the idea of identity in the reign of Anonymity."and it gets even
worse:"Google and Yahoo do not index the onion network, these sites may exist and just a
selected few will find out, //---It's hidden ---// submit the site details to the "The Abyss" and/ or
"Contact" type Search engines so other find them if indeed they search .--why so secret it's just
just how of the deep-Web"No, those were not the select few worst sentences. Big elements of
the book look like that. Not great. Uneventful transaction went smoothly. I'm not really qualified
to guage that and I'm not a grammar purist. But most severe of all is the writing.. The TOR
website provides better information. Although, he did put in much more effort into the comment
than in to the book.And just to be clear, the complain isn't about minor grammar
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mistakes.Update:Writing style of the 5-star reviewer is quite similar to one of the authors. It's
basically that the writing in the publication doesn't adhere to very basic grammar,
punctuation, etc, guidelines - rules that had become for a reason. Lack of punctuation, bad
grammar, missing letters, thoughts that jump everywhere, etc - make the publication basically
unreadable. Less than helpful Quite sad. The digital edition might be more useful because of
embedded links. The publication is badly written and shows too little basic editing. The print
edition I received offers figures covering the text as if the word processing system had failed
ahead of typesetting. The references back matter actually had 'Bookmarker not defined'
message as though the word processing software program had failed. An editor would have
spotted these errors. rambling sentences;.. The reader is repeatedly warned about what
hackers want to perform which is not actually linked to the dark web. Cyber protection and
navigating the dark internet are related for the reason that one needs to take note, but the
authors look like more competent at cyber protection than what are available by looking
around. Recommend it to anyone!K. Although, I have to admit that I quit after first 40 roughly
pages. An okay introduction. It leaves out a whole lot of important info on the ToR web
browser.The English grammar is almost unintelligible in places. I realize the author'snative
language is not English, nonetheless it certainly might have been proof read bysomeone who is
a native speaker. The Deep Dark Internet will leave you in the dark Great introduction to the
deep internet but poorly written. It's unreadable even if it's factual I bought it away of curiosity
but whew.The content rambles and the facts of a TOR connection should never be explained.
Interesting topic however, not a real book The poor presentation of this content makes this
book look similar to a compilation of blogs (probably it is? It really is a tough read. Open your
eye to reality Even though I didn't understand in a considerable way all the computational
jargon, I enjoy reading it. I can't response to this issue because everything is important
involved with it :) This book is "must to be read" for everybody who would like to know
everything about web. I have been reading it a couple of years ago however now I am
pleased to have it in my library. O. Wish you have better good fortune than I have had. On
some web pages last character or two in each range are take off (Kindle for Computer at
least). (or literate). There are better introductory texts available..). Uneventful transaction went
smoothly.The book should come with headache pills.
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